Get you hands on our best selling lashes.
Perfect for every occasion

It’s no secret that we all love having long and luscious lashes and thanks to iconic Australian beauty brand 1000HOUR you can achieve the salon
quality look every time with their range of best selling lashes! Incorporating the latest beauty trends, 1000HOUR has announced their most popular
lashes so far in 2019: Boho, My Selfie and Vogue. These three staples for every beauty kit are guaranteed to take any outfit to the next level. Whether
you’re looking for that little bit of extra length and volume during for everyday use or want to create a bold eye-catching look at night, 1000HOUR has
lashes for every occasion. Boho and My Selfie are must-haves within the natural collection and are perfect for achieving a more delicate and subtle
look while still providing plenty of lengths to brighten up your eyes. Classic collection favourite Vouge will help you stand out from the crowd so you’re
ready to strike a pose any time! Tegan Martin, 1000HOUR Brand Ambassador says, “I always love having beautiful lashes and Boho and Selfie look
so natural I forget I’m even wearing them! They’re great to apply every day to attain long lashes without looking too over the top. When I want to vamp
things up when I go out at night Vogue is definitely the ultimate way to intensify my look! I love them all, there’s a reason why they’re 1000HOUR’s
best sellers!” 1000HOUR Lashes are so easy to apply and are waterproof and re-useable, lasting up to three days per application. All the lashes are
made with synthetic fibres and come with hypo-allergenic glue so those with sensitive skin can enjoy having lovely lashes! 1000HOUR Lashes RRP
$9.49 and are available at Priceline stores or online at 1000hour.com.au
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